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Floodplain Management 

Challenges Across Scales and 

Future Climate Scenerios



 Where have we been and how it has influenced us in the present.

 What have we relied upon in the past that was driven by the 

technologies of the past? 

 What do we see as shortcomings in the data we currently rely upon.

 Need for supporting data to build a sustainable community into the 

future.

 Gilbert White Policy Forum – Urban Flooding

 Research is important!

This is the “End User’s” Perspective



 Aging Infrastructure

o Settings are more complex since most are in 

urban environments

 Technological Advancements

o Rapid improvements to computer architecture

o Rapid advancements in software

o Need / Ability to solve more complex problems

o Expectations of the resource agencies

 Regulatory guidance change

 Climate Variability

Challenges



 Water supply infrastructure

o Volume focused

o Impacts to snow levels and snow fall and seasonal precipitation

 Conveyance Infrastructure

o Tend to over-simplify the problem:

• Extreme (single) event focused

• Convective events for smaller catchments

• Larger systems for larger catchments

Basis of Design



 Still cutting the sides off the ham?

 Most of our computational tools for hydrology 

were developed during a period when computing 

power and storage was limited.  

 Insufficient research has been done in the field 

of rainfall-runoff processes in the  last 40 years. 

 However, some the components of our numerical 

models will be replaced with more 

computationally intensive and physically based 

methods. 

Outdated Methodology



 Our hydrology cookbooks soon to be 

replaced.

 2D Rain-on-grid simulations will replace unit 

hydrographs and traditional routing 

methods and avoid the need to overly lump 

watershed parameters.

Technological 
Developments





 Computational Mesh with Sub-Grid Terrain 

Data (Full Terrain Detail is Utilized)

 Version 5.1 will include:

o Gridded rainfall (spatially and temporally 

variable inputs)

o Spatially variable infiltration

• Curve number

• Green and Ampt

• Constant/Initial Loss

 Spatial and temporal resolution of inputs 

combined with spatial resolution of runoff 

response

HEC-RAS Example

Source: HEC

Source: HEC



 Rain-on-grid example

HEC-RAS



 Predictive

 Design 

 Forensics

Supporting Data Needs



Non-homogeneity



Non-homogeneity is not always obvious



 Does not directly consider non-

homogeneity 

 Need to better understand the spatial and 

temporal characteristics of different types 

of events

 Need to better understand how the 

behaviors will change in the future

Precipitation Frequency Data



 Need investments in forecast models

 Need more forecast points

 Improvements to the data formats and 

access for QPFs

Improvements to Forecast 
Data




